Description: [Based on 'High Quality Print'] Use these settings to create Adobe PDF documents for quality printing on desktop printers and proofers. Created PDF documents can be opened with Acrobat and Adobe Reader 5.0 and later.

Pages
- All
- Range: 1
- Spreads

Options
- Embed Page Thumbnails
- Optimize for Fast Web View
- Create Tagged PDF
- Export Layers: Visible & Printable Layers

Include
- Bookmarks
- Hyperlinks
- Visible Guides and Grids
- Non-Printing Objects
- Interactive Elements
- Multimedia: Use Object Settings

Compatibility: Acrobat 5 (PDF 1.4)
Adobe PDF Preset: [High Quality Print] (modified)
Standard: None
Compatibility: Acrobat 5 (PDF 1.4)

Compression

Color Images
Bicubic Downsampling to: 300 pixels per inch
for images above: 300 pixels per inch
Compression: ZIP
Image Quality: 8-bit

Grayscale Images
Bicubic Downsampling to: 300 pixels per inch
for images above: 300 pixels per inch
Compression: ZIP
Image Quality: 8-bit

Monochrome Images
Bicubic Downsampling to: 1200 pixels per inch
for images above: 1200 pixels per inch
Compression: CCITT Group 4

Compress Text and Line Art
Crop Image Data to Frames

Save Preset...  Cancel  Export
Before submitting your PDF please take a look at it to make sure it is correct.

If your application cannot Export/Save As a PDF please see the following distiller settings to create your PDF.
Use these settings to create Adobe PDF documents suitable for reliable viewing and printing of business documents. Created PDF documents can be opened with Acrobat and Adobe Reader 6.0 and later.

**File Options**

- **Compatibility:** Acrobat 5.0 (PDF 1.4)
- **Object-Level Compression:** Off
- **Auto-Rotate Pages:** Off
- **Binding:** Left
- **Resolution:** 1200 dots per inch

**Default Page Size**

- **Units:** Inches
  - **Width:** 13.0000
  - **Height:** 22.3700

**Note:** Image Tiling - Individual images within a PDF should not "tile" (separate into smaller squares when clicked upon). In an emergency you might ask us to extract images to make adjustments. If images are tiled, we cannot do this. Tiling can be caused by different things - please check your PDF for tiling before submission by clicking on the image. If the image appears to be comprised of many separate squares it is tiled.
Embed all fonts
- Embed OpenType fonts
- Subset embedded fonts when percent of characters used is less than: 100%
1 Only fonts with appropriate permission bits will be embedded
When embedding fails: Cancel job

Font Source

Always Embed Font
- Never Embed Font
- Arial-Black
- Arial-BlackItalic
- Arial-BoldItalicMT
- Arial-BoldMT
- Arial-ItalicMT
- ArialMT
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